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ROWING NOTES

1. The Skiff and its Features.   

The St Ayles skiff is 22 ft long with a beam of 5 ft 8 inches and shallow 
draft (about 18 inches)  with a standard crew of five comprising a Cox and
4  single oar rowers. Ian Outhred designed the skiff and the name comes 
from the former chapel which now forms the entrance to the Scottish 
Fisheries Museum.  

Some boat terms and expressions will be new to most members and though 
confusing at first they need to be learnt and this is best achieved through 
discussion and usage rather than with a glossary.  

Examples include:  port, starboard, bow, stern, gunwales, tholes, trunnion,
gearing, loom, shaft, blade, cleat, bollard, mooring line, stretchers, drain 
plugs, anchor, fender, helm/tiller, crew positions eg coxswain, stroke 
(4),3,2, bow(1), and “catching a crab” etc. 

Some traditionalists  (probably ex Royal Navy!) refer to “pulling” rather 
than “rowing” but the latter term is common place and is used in all 
LACRC Handouts.

2. Oars

LACRC is affiliated to the Scottish Coastal Rowing Association (SCRA) 
and their rules require St Ayles Skiff oar blades to be straight and not 
spooned though they can vary in size and shape. Many clubs make their 
own oars but  ours have been made by an expert boat/oar maker who is a 
keen rower and member of Arran CRC.  

Most crews use oars between 11 -15 ft long depending on a number of 
factors eg the strength, experience, age and composition of the crew etc. 
Nowadays, there is a tendency towards longer oars as these provide more 
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leverage and hence speed in good conditions. To make them a bit lighter 
some are of hollow wood construction.

Our oars are essentially 4.2 metres (14 ft) long though the Stroke’s oar 
(Position 4) is marginally shorter because this person’s sitting position 
and foot stretcher is almost constrained to the centre of the boat where it 
narrows. 

To identify which oar is which they are marked with tape  bands (1-4) 
close to the blade though the 14 ft oars are interchangeable.          

To avoid clashing ( ie knocking each other) rowers (particularly in 
Positions 3 and 2)  sit off the centre line staggered usually towards their 
respective thole. It is essential  that the boat is properly balanced and 
upright to reduce drag and so rowing positions will vary depending on the 
size of each crew member. 

To get better control when gripping the oar’s handle/loom it is best to 
position your hands about 100-150 mm apart rather than close together. 
Some people prefer to wear gloves such as biking mits but they can slip 
unless tight fitting.

2. Stroke Rate  

The crew’s stroke rate is decided by the Cox in concert with the Stroke 
who sets the timing for the crew to follow.  

Beginners should probably start at about 22 strokes per minute and 
develop a good rhythm and sound technique before increasing the stroke 
rate. In every instance it is important that the drive is long as short strokes 
are counter productive. 

The aim is to build up to a steady 30-32 strokes over a sustained period 
and not just for a sprint.  At this rate  it takes about 2 seconds  for the 
total stroke or 1 second for the drive and then the recovery. The average 
person’s hand range during the drive is about 1 metre.

Some SCRA events require considerable endurance eg the annual Clyde to 
Crane Race (C2C)  held every September which is 13 miles long.  The 
stroke rate here will be rather lower - say 28 spm.
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Achieving 32 strokes per minute over any distance or in choppy water is a 
tall order for older or unfit people  but is readily achievable for a  fit adult 
crew even if it is made up of both men and women.

The important thing is to find a stroke rate which can be sustained and 
“feels good” and then the tempo can be increased as  the crew’s 
proficiency and endurance  develops. 

3. Speed  

The oars are inherently inefficient (about 80%) due to factors such as 
design, slippage, vortices etc and so the maximum speed of a St Ayle’s skiff
is about 51/2 knots or 2.8 metres per second.  

Obviously a number of factors affect speed eg crew’s ability (strength, 
endurance and stroke rate), weather conditions such as sea state, surf and 
wind. For instance it is far harder to row into a headwind than down wind.

Another important factor is the oar gearing or leverage though with our 
trunnion oars this is pre-determined.

4. Gearing or Leverage  

This is simply defined as:
                             Outboard Length (tip of blade to pivot point)
                             Inboard Length (pivot point to the end of handle)

Actually, this formula is a bit simplistic but essentially high gearing 
entails  pulling harder to produce higher speed.  Low gearing means 
easier pulling but a slower boat. (An analogy would be cycling on a bike 
with gears). 

A strong crew in good weather would probably prefer a high gear whereas
a weaker crew in adverse conditions would ideally opt for a low gearing. It
follows, that for any given crew and set of conditions there is an optimum 
gearing to achieve the highest speed. However, except for original 
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commercially made oars purchased for “Mingulay” and adapted for oar 
gates oars (as opposed to trunnion fiited oars now used)  it is not possible 
to change the gearing whilst afloat. 

For those who want to know more, the oar’s pull actually occurs between 
the oars persons hands ie about 150mm from the end of the handle and not
at the end of the handle.  Also, the force between the oar blade and the 
water occurs at the geometric centre of the blade (which will vary with 
blade shape) and not at the blade tip. 

A few crews try to compensate for these factors and have introduced what 
they call True Gearing which bases the outboard length on the distance 
between the oar’s pivot point (ie at the thole) and the centre of the blade. 
True Gearing will always be less than the standard definition most crews 
use but even then  it is not a precise science as other factors such as the 
angle the oar is presented to the water,  thickness of the oar handle, shaft 
flexibility, pin sloppiness etc all have an impact on leverage/gearing.

In the St Ayles skiff the optimum gearing seems to be between 2.7 and 3. 
Applying the standard formula in the case of a 14 ft oar (4.27 metres) the 
inboard length at a gearing of 3 is 1.07 metres and 1.15 metres for a 
gearing of 2.7. 

5. Pin and Plate System  

Since metal rowlocks are not permitted by the SCRA most skiffs use a pin 
and plate system with holes in the plate which fit over the tholes .  The 
position of the holes equates to different gears ie 2.7, 2.85 or 3 etc 
depending on the distance the hole is from the end of the handle. One of 
these gearing holes can then be selected depending on the crew and  
weather conditions. 

There is no set design for the pin and plate system but obviously the plate 
holes cannot be too close together without weakening the plate so this 
reduces some gear options.
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6. Trunnion System  

 In 2019, as the result of winning a Community Benefit Grant,  LACRC 
was able to buy a light weight set of oars made by an experienced skiffie 
in the Arran CRC.  Rather than using a pin and plate system these oars 
use a trunnion which passes over the thole pin. The leverage is set at 2.8 
and is not readily interchangeable however these oars haver enabled a 
very significant improvement in rowing technique.

Increasingly, Clubs are moving to the trunnion system rather than pin 
and plate and also exploring other yet ways of improving oar 
performance  whilst remaining within the SCRA rules for shape and 
material.

TECHNIQUE

1. Scottish Coastal Rowing Association (SCRA) Learning Aids.  

a. In March 2018, the SCRA held a Technique Workshop and produced  a
pamphlet  called  “Close Your Eyes & Pull Like A Dog” which included 
 illustrations from the 1937 edition of the Admiralty Manual of 
Seamanship. 

As a cadet at BRNC Dartmouth  in 1964, this was issued  to help us learn
fixed seat rowing technique in the whalers and cutters we rowed and 
raced on the River Dart. These boats though  bigger than the St Ayles 
skiff were of similar design and the technique used then and indeed down 
through the centuries of British Sea Power generations remains  much 
the same.  A copy of this pamphlet can be obtained from Gordon 
Leveratt. The illustrations are as good as any to show the correct rowing 
technique. 

b.  See also Fixed Seat Rowing Technique  on the SCRA website 
(scottishcoastalrowing.org) under Learning where the main illustration 
referred to above is shown though the text is small and hard to read.
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c. In March 2019, the SCRA in concert with Newhaven CRC produced an
excellent series of short video clips on rowing technique.  These can be 
seen  on their website under Learning.

These videos can also  be seen on our website (www.lochawecrc.co.uk) in
the Member’s Area.

Each of the clips is some 1-2 minutes long covering  the following rowing 
stroke phases:  Personal Set Up; Coming Forward for the Catch; The 
Drive; The Finish; Useful Pointers

2. LACRC Website  

In addition to the SCRA Video clips, the Club’s website also shows some 
other useful videos which are well worth watching.

3. General Principles  

a.  A high stroke rate (32 pm or even more) will increase boat speed but if
it is to have significant impact it must be sustained. 

b. A steady stroke rate allows the boat to travel further and more 
smoothly.

c. It is poor technique to row with deep oar blades and high hands as it 
will cause the boat to roll, pitch and even stall (particularly if one or 
more crew members “catch a crab”).

d. Shallow oar blades and low hands is a far better technique and more 
easily sustained.

e. Clean blade extraction will reduce snatching.

4. Coaching Notes  

The following notes were taken following two weekend coaching sessions 
in July and August 2019, with Liz and Ralph Furrie from Broughty Ferry 
and Stuart Turner and Friederike Lorenzo from  Arran CRC, all of whom
are very experienced competitive rowers.

 Straight Back - it should be erect but not stiff… moving from the hips
and not from the base of the spine. This eases respiration by opening
the rib cage.
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 Shoulders - try to pull back the shoulders towards the end of the 
stroke. This also opens the chest to improve breathing and gives 
more room for the hands to make a smooth transition into the 
recovery phase.

 Use of Arms - the arms must be straight when swinging back and 
should be regarded as connecting rods between the body and the 
oars using the legs and core and then just flex the arms at the end of 
the stroke into transition and recovery. The use of biceps is to be 
discouraged as the rower who finishes his/her stroke by using their 
biceps  invariably dog flaps their elbows and sticks them out at right 
angles to their ribs giving a weak, cramped and ugly finish. 

 It is important to pull the oar into the chest and not the chest to the 
oar as the latter method shortens the stroke and spoils the rhythm of 
the swing. Do not raise the arms too high or the oar blade will go 
too deep into the water.

 Pull Back - just pull back to 1’oclock - any further and you may lose 
balance. Also there is relatively little power exerted as  the oar blade
is both lifting and sweeping in towards the boat’s centre line. There 
is no point pulling longer once the power has come off the blade. 

 Swing - the time taken to come forward after the drive should be 
when the body “rests”. An erect head and open chest will enable the 
heart and lungs to work freely and easily. Any tendency to rush the 
swing should be checked. As the body swings the hands stretching 
and reaching  forward as if striving to touch something out of reach. 
Do not allow the oar blade to come too far out of the water on the 
recovery.

 Leaning - avoid the tendency to lean to one side by dropping one 
shoulder. As well as being less efficient the sideways movement will 
cause the boat to rock with each stroke and increase drag.

 Hanging at the Chest - the oar must not hang at the chest. Instead, 
the hands must come away quickly otherwise it will be necessary to 
rush forward in the swing to make up lost ground. The spoils the 
swing and taxes the rower’s endurance. 
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 Balancing the boat -  rowers should sit in a staggered position to 
ensure the boat is upright, again to reduce drag. Although the most 
proficient rower should be at Stroke the weight and strength of the 
other rowers should be evenly balanced so that the cox need not 
apply helm to keep the boat on a straight course as use of the rudder
increases drag. 

 The separately attached PDF of a poster showing fixed seat rowing 
technique in a gig  - though the lean back is extreme  and the hand 
grip eccentric - shows the arm extension and leverage required to 
row a skiff rather than reliance on bicep muscles.

 Avoid the tendency to watch your own oar (particularly in choppy 
water). It is far better to synchronise your stroke with the  Stroke’s 
by watching his/her head  and shoulder movements and being in step
with them. 
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